1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) countries have experienced tremendous economic growth during the last four decades. This economic growth was accompanied by corresponding growth in electricity demand and supply. The average growth rate of electricity consumption per capita for GCC countries in the period 1971--2012 is 6.2% ([@bib168]). Because of this marked increase in electricity demand and the expensive nature of investment in the electricity sector, several academic research papers have been published that address various aspects of demand and supply in GCC countries. This study aims to provide a synthesis of the research published in five well-known energy journals. These journals are *Applied Energy, Energy, Energy Economics, Energy Policy,* and *Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews (RSER).* To the best of the author\'s knowledge, this is the first study to provide a bibliographic analysis of current electricity supply and demand research in GCC countries. The author hopes that this literature review will provide researchers with a comprehensive understanding of electricity supply and demand issues in GCC countries. This review may also help these researchers to investigate important areas not yet explored. The author has attempted to include all publications pertaining to the supply and demand of electricity in GCC countries. However, there is no guarantee that all papers are included or identified. If any paper was published in the five aforementioned journals and not included in this research, please feel free to contact the author.

2. Main text {#sec2}
============

2.1. Methodology {#sec2.1}
----------------

Literature reviews on published research in a specific scientific domain is critical for gaining a deeper understanding of the relevant issues and problems of the research area. For example, [@bib102] provided a comprehensive list of published articles that used Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) as an analysis tool. In the energy domain, [@bib175] reviewed energy systems modeling for twenty-first century energy challenges. They grouped the models into four categories: energy systems optimization models, energy systems simulation models, power systems and electricity market models, and qualitative and mixed-methods scenarios. [@bib122] also provided a review of energy models. They discussed various energy models such as energy planning models, energy supply--demand models, forecasting models, renewable energy models, emission reduction models, optimization models, and models based on neural network and fuzzy theory. Additionally, [@bib174] reviewed literature specifically related to the causal relationship between electricity consumption and economic growth. Finally, [@bib93] reviewed the computer tools used to analyze the integration of renewable energy. They classified these tools into seven categories: 1. Simulation tools, 2. Scenarios tools, 3. Equilibrium tools, 4. Top-down tools, 5. Bottom-up tools, 6. Operations optimization tools, and 7. Investment optimization tools. This review followed the work of Connolly et al. and used this method to classify the research on GCC electricity systems. The review will assist both researchers and decision makers by increasing their awareness of existing research in the electricity sector in GCC countries and to focus future research on important areas that have received less attention in the past years.

The literature review implemented in this paper focuses on studies published in top tier journals on energy research. The five journals selected for this purpose are *Applied Energy, Energy, Energy Economics, Energy Policy,* and *RSER.* These journals were selected to ensure that high quality papers are considered in this analysis of the electricity sector in GCC countries. All of these journals are published by Elsevier and are considered to be Q1 (a journal ranking based on quartile scores and impact factor) journals. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} provides the impact indicators of the five journals using the H-index and the Scimago Journal Rank (SJR).Table 1List of journals used for the literature review.Table 1Journal NameImpact IndicatorsQuartile5-year Impact FactorSJRApplied EnergyQ17.8883.162EnergyQ15.5821.990Energy EconomicsQ14.9631.916Energy PolicyQ15.0381.994RSERQ110.0933.036

The author used the following seven keywords to search for relevant articles: Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Oman, Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, and GCC. Only articles related to the supply or demand of electricity were used in the analysis. Other articles related to other fields---such as analysis of weather data, materials, or the production of oil and gas---were excluded from the analysis. This process was conducted for each of the five journals, and a total of 206 articles were found. The detailed distribution of this number among the five journals and among the different GCC countries is shown in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.Table 2Numbers of articles published by journals and the countries studied.Table 2Journals/CountryBahrainGCCKuwaitOmanQatarSaudi ArabiaUAETotal%Applied Energy7286016135225%Energy328611343718%Energy Economics023002073%Energy Policy184001653417%RSER212513227157637%Total1326282537437206100%%6%13%14%12%1%36%18%100%

RSER published 76 articles, the highest number of articles, representing 37% of the total number of articles included in this review. This is followed by Applied Energy with a percentage of 25%. Moreover, 74 articles were published about the electricity system in Saudi Arabia, representing 36%, followed by the UAE with 18%.

The next section presents the descriptive statistics, including the analytical tools used, yearly publication, number of authors, keywords used, and page numbers of articles.

2.2. An overview of GCC electricity literature {#sec2.2}
----------------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Overview of analytical tools used {#sec2.2.1}

As mentioned earlier, [@bib93] classified the computer tools used to analyze the integration of renewable energy into seven categories. These seven categories are:1.Simulation tools: These tools simulate the operation of the energy system in question to supply a set of energy demands.2.Scenario tools: These usually combine a series of years or period into a long-term scenario.3.Equilibrium tools: These aim to explain the behavior of supply, demand, and prices in an economy or in part of an economy (general or partial) with several markets.4.Top-down tools: These are macroeconomic tools using general macroeconomic data to determine growth in energy prices and demands.5.Bottom-up tools: These tools identify and analyze specific energy technologies and thereby identify investment options and alternatives.6.Operation optimization tools: These tools optimize the operation of the energy system being studied.7.Investment optimization tools: Lastly, these tools aim to optimize investments in an energy system.

The 206 articles considered in this literature review were classified using this categorization. [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"} shows the categorization of the articles according to the analysis tools.Table 3Breakdown of published articles by analytical tool used.Table 3NoAnalytical ToolArticles1Bottom-Up[@bib41]; [@bib24]; [@bib164]; [@bib16]; [@bib52]; [@bib8]; [@bib9]; [@bib66]; [@bib67]; [@bib143]; [@bib55]; [@bib192]; [@bib129]; [@bib94]; [@bib123]; [@bib20], [@bib21]; [@bib145]; [@bib19]; [@bib95]; [@bib90]; [@bib107]; [@bib105]; [@bib210]; [@bib195]; [@bib208]; [@bib53]; [@bib56]; [@bib128]; [@bib22]; [@bib187]; [@bib18]; [@bib191]; [@bib194]; [@bib182]; [@bib183]; [@bib13]; [@bib176]; [@bib156]; [@bib148]; [@bib5]; [@bib117]; [@bib14]; [@bib160]; [@bib88]; [@bib110]; [@bib140]; [@bib4]; [@bib79]; [@bib161]; [@bib169]; [@bib171]; [@bib133]; [@bib139]; [@bib118]; [@bib124]; [@bib112]; [@bib157]; [@bib38], [@bib39]; [@bib85]; [@bib166]; [@bib131]; [@bib185]; [@bib159]; [@bib134]; [@bib49]; [@bib50]; [@bib62]; [@bib43]2Equilibrium[@bib74]; [@bib75]; [@bib73]; [@bib42]; [@bib130]; [@bib31]; [@bib86]; [@bib97]; [@bib98]; [@bib99]; [@bib87]; [@bib7]; [@bib162]; [@bib153]; [@bib125]; [@bib113]; [@bib15]; [@bib152]; [@bib154]3Investment Optimization[@bib54]; [@bib46]; [@bib103]; [@bib120]; [@bib40]; [@bib121]; [@bib63]; [@bib80]; [@bib29]; [@bib172]4Operational Optimization[@bib2]; [@bib78]; [@bib184]; [@bib32]; [@bib147]; [@bib146]; [@bib61]; [@bib58]; [@bib60]; [@bib207]; [@bib72]; [@bib199];5Scenario[@bib51]; [@bib34]; [@bib36]; [@bib10]; [@bib215]; [@bib70]; [@bib214]; [@bib206]; [@bib151];6Simulation[@bib104]; [@bib3]; [@bib142]; [@bib17]; [@bib167]; [@bib177]; [@bib179]; [@bib205]; [@bib190]; [@bib180]; [@bib137]; [@bib106]; [@bib89]; [@bib213]; [@bib59]; [@bib181]; [@bib45]; [@bib12]; [@bib28]; [@bib100]; [@bib203]; [@bib204]; [@bib26]; [@bib196]; [@bib138]; [@bib69]; [@bib132]; [@bib57]; [@bib158]; [@bib198]; [@bib11]; [@bib25]; [@bib163]; [@bib44]; [@bib126]; [@bib68]; [@bib6]; [@bib77]; [@bib96]; [@bib150]; [@bib186]; [@bib189]; [@bib136]; [@bib127]; [@bib64]; [@bib188]; [@bib108], [@bib109]; [@bib135];7Top-Down[@bib30]; [@bib35]; [@bib165]; [@bib1]; [@bib27]; [@bib82]; [@bib33]; [@bib209]; [@bib193]; [@bib101]; [@bib144]; [@bib170]; [@bib23]; [@bib178]; [@bib48]; [@bib37]; [@bib149]; [@bib47]; [@bib201]; [@bib202]; [@bib119]; [@bib65]; [@bib83]; [@bib211]; [@bib71]; [@bib168]; [@bib115]; [@bib111]; [@bib92]; [@bib81]; [@bib114]; [@bib155]; [@bib141]; [@bib116]; [@bib76]; [@bib200]; [@bib91]

### 2.2.2. Temporal analysis of published research {#sec2.2.2}

[Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the increase in the number of articles on GCC electricity systems published from 1983 to 2018. There has clearly been an increase in the number of publications on the topic in recent years. There are three periods in the study period. The first period includes the years from 1983 to 2008. During this period, the minimum number of articles per year is zero and the maximum is four, with an average of approximately two articles per year. The second period goes from 2009 to 2015. The average number of articles is about 12, with a minimum of nine articles and a maximum of 15 articles per year. The third period is from 2016 to 2018. This period has a large number of publications, averaging 24 articles per year. The minimum is 11 articles, and the maximum is 31 articles published in 2017.Fig. 1Distribution of electricity articles from 1983 to 2018.Fig. 1

The increasing trend in the number of published articles concerning electricity in GCC countries matches the increasing trend of scientific publications in other fields. [@bib84] reviewed scientific publications from 1980 to 2012 using Web of Science (WoS) databases. They found that the global number of scientific publications experienced exponential growth, with an average annual increase of approximately 3%. Similarly, [@bib197] analyzed the research output of 22 Arab countries published in 22 international Integrative and Complementary Medicine (ICM) journals indexed in the WoS databases. They identified 591 publications in 19 of these journals. Their analysis also showed an increase in the number of annual publications. In the period 1980--1989 (10 years), there were 29 publications. The number increased to 82 publications in the period 1990--1999. From the year 2000, the number of publications were presented on a yearly basis. In 2000, there were 25 publications. This number increased annually and reached 66 publications in 2013. In another study, [@bib212] analyzed biomedical research in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia during the period 1982--2000. They used the Science Citation Index (SCI) and PubMed databases and found 5,962 articles. The first article was published in 1982 and it was the only publication in that year. The number of publications increased annually, reaching 508 in the year 2000.

The general increase of scientific publications can be attributed to three reasons. The first reason is the global increase in the number of scientists. The second is the increasing number of scientific discoveries worth communicating to peers and the public. The third is the administrative pressure of academic institutions on their members to publish ([@bib173]). These three reasons can also be applied to the increase in studies in GCC countries, which have experienced marked economic and academic growth in the last four decades. One more plausible reason for the increase in scientific publication on electricity in GCC countries could be the improvement in means of communication, such as the use of the Internet to share scientific publications with peers all over the world.

### 2.2.3. Author statistics {#sec2.2.3}

[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows the frequency and percentage of authors of the articles considered in this study. A total of 33 articles (16.02%) were published by a single author, while two articles (0.97%) were published by nine authors, the maximum number of authors identified in this study. The average number of authors per article is 2.73. The highest number of articles (73) were published by two authors, which is the mode.Fig. 2Distribution of electricity-related articles by number of authors (1983--2018).Fig. 2

### 2.2.4. Keywords statistics {#sec2.2.4}

Most of the articles surveyed included keywords. [Table 4](#tbl4){ref-type="table"} shows the top 50 keywords used in these articles. "Renewable energy" is the most-used keyword in the articles. This reflects the importance of considering renewable energy to supply electricity in GCC countries. The second most-used keyword is "Saudi Arabia," which appeared in 22 articles, and the third is "United Arab Emirates," followed by "GCC" and "Energy consumption."Table 4The 50 most-used keywords in GCC electricity articles.Table 4NoKeywordsNumber of Articles1Renewable energy322Saudi Arabia, Saudi Arabia (KSA), Kingdom of Saudi Arabia223United Arab Emirates (UAE), United Arab Emirates, UAE194GCC, GCC countries, Gulf Cooperation Council, Gulf Corporation Countries175Energy consumption166Carbon dioxide emission, Carbon emission, Carbon emissions, CO2 emission, CO2 emissions147Solar electricity generation, Solar electricity, Solar energy, Solar Power148Oman139Economic growth, Economics growth1110Energy conservation1011Solar radiation1012Wind energy, Wind power913Solar914Photovoltaic, PV815Demand management, Demand side management, DSM716Wind717Kuwait618Electric energy consumption, Electricity consumption619Buildings, Existing buildings520Geographic information system, GIS521Energy efficiency522Electricity generation523Electricity, Electric power524Wind speeds, Wind speed525Waste-to-energy (WTE), Waste-to-energy426Solar irradiance427CSP428Capacity factor429Energy430Environment431Financial development432GHG emissions, Greenhouse gas emissions433Multi-criteria analysis, Multi-criteria decision, Multi-criteria decision analysis434Subsidy, Subsidies435Greenhouse gases, Greenhouse gases, Greenhouse gas436Duqm337Diesel generators, Diesel-engine338Demand response339BiPV340Battery341Artificial neural networks, Artificial neural network342Abu Dhabi343Energy policies, Energy policy344Energy savings, Energy saving345Neural networks346Nuclear energy, Nuclear power347Optimization348Solar photovoltaic349TRNSYS350Wind turbine3

### 2.2.5. Statistics based on length of publications {#sec2.2.5}

Altogether, more than 2,300 pages have been published on GCC electricity issues in the five selected scientific journals. The number of pages per article ranges from five to 46 pages, with an average length of approximately 11.6 pages per article. Approximately 36% of the articles are between nine and 11 pages in length and about 79% of the articles are between 7 and 15 pages. [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the GCC electricity articles according to the number of pages.Fig. 3Distribution of electricity-related articles by number of pages (1983--2018).Fig. 3

2.3. Current and future research {#sec2.3}
--------------------------------

To evaluate researchers' current topics of interest concerning electricity in GCC countries, the keywords for the articles in the last three years (2016--2018) were analyzed. [Table 5](#tbl5){ref-type="table"} shows the top five most used keywords in the surveyed articles. "Renewable energy" is the keyword that appears most often in the articles. This indicates that renewable energy is an emerging technology that GCC countries are seriously thinking of utilizing to provide electricity to their people. Moreover, "energy consumption" also appeared frequently, suggesting that high energy consumption puts pressure on GCC countries to meet the energy needs of the people.Table 5The five most-used keywords in GCC electricity articles in the period 2016--2018.Table 5NoKeywordsNumber of Articles1Renewable energy132Saudi Arabia, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia103GCC countries, Gulf Cooperation Council, Gulf Corporation Countries104United Arab Emirates (UAE), United Arab Emirates, UAE95Energy consumption9

3. Conclusion {#sec3}
=============

This study conducted a systematic analysis of current published research on electricity supply and demand in GCC countries during the period 1983--2018. The scope of the review was limited to the following five well-known energy journals: Applied Energy, Energy, Energy Economics, Energy Policy, and Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews. First, the study showed that the number of publications were very small at the beginning of the period. However, the number increased from 2009 and in the last three years (2016--2018), there was an average number of publications of approximately 24 per year. Second, more that 63% of the articles were published by two or three researchers, indicating a trend toward collaborated research. Third, "renewable energy" and "energy consumption" were among the highest number of most-used keywords in these studies, indicating the importance of renewable energy resources and controlling energy consumption in GCC countries.

This paper contributes to electricity literature in two distinctive ways. First, it shows how different electricity demand and supply issues in GCC countries are analyzed using the seven quantitative analytical tools classified by [@bib93]. The study found that the two most-used analytical tools are the bottom-up and simulation tools. The use of quantitative tools to analyze demand and supply is crucial because of the expensive nature of the electricity infrastructure and the need to analyze different scenarios by changing parameters. The second scientific contribution of this study is that it provides a comprehensive list of articles that addressed several issues in the electricity sector in GCC countries. This list can assist scientists and researchers in conducting further research. For example, a researcher may investigate the link between electricity consumption and economic growth in a specific country or in the GCC countries as a group. According to the literature, there are four hypotheses that can be tested concerning the nexus between electricity and economic growth: conservation, growth, feedback, and neutrality ([@bib174]). Another possible area of research is the provision of demand forecasts for electricity consumption in GCC countries by considering the latest actions of energy conservation policies. Additionally, GCC countries are seriously thinking of using renewable resources such as solar electricity to provide energy to meet its growing demand. This study provides a list of the articles that researchers need to conduct their research in the above-mentioned areas as well as other possible research areas.
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